CODING CORNER: NO INCIDENT FOUND/WRONG ADDRESS

If you arrive at the incident scene and find no emergency (including no evidence of a false system alarm), use these directions. This also applies to calls where you are dispatched to the wrong address.

These incidents must include a Basic module. Completing an Apparatus/Personnel module is also highly encouraged.

If a Fire Service Casualty (injury or fatality) from your department occurs, a Fire Service Casualty module is mandatory.

**Incident Type(s):**
- 621 – Wrong Location
- 622 – No Incident Found at Dispatched Address, or
- 661 – EMS Patient Left Prior to Arrival

**Example of Action(s) Taken:**
- 86 – Investigate

**Basic Module**
The below area all required fields when completing the Basic Module, but it is always recommended to fill out all fields for a comprehensive incident report.

- **Alarm, Arrival, and Last Unit Cleared** dates/times
- **Mutual Aid** (See ‘Mutual Aid’ reference sheet for more information)
- **Resources** (Complete an Apparatus/Personnel module for more detail)
- **Estimated Dollar Losses & Values** are estimates, and are required for all fires
- **Property Use**

**Apparatus/Personnel Module**
Completing this module enables you to capture more detailed information about the resources that responded to a call. It also enables you to show what actions were taken by which resource.

If you need assistance or have any questions, please contact the NFIRS administrator by email at NFIRS@wsp.wa.gov or by phone at 360-596-3924.